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 The identification of candidate genes underlying agronomically important traits represents a key
strategy for molecular breeding applications. Different transcriptional strategies can be addressed, taking
into consideration the target species and molecular tools available. In the case of sunflower, the lack of
availability of a commercial oligonucleotide-based chip has limited transcriptional studies. Besides,
transcriptional analyses based on RNA-seq technology are still limited in species lacking full genome
sequences as sunflower. The goals of this study were the development of comprehensive unigene
collection of H. annuus, its functional annotation and the design and validation of a custom sunflower
oligonucleotide-based microarray for identification of concerted transcriptional responses associated to
leaf senescence and fungal pathogen infections.
 A large scale EST (> 130,000 ESTs) cleaning, assembly and sequence annotation was done using
Blast2GO (www.blast2go.de). The resulting unigene collection was used to design the first custom
sunflower oligonucleotide-based microarray under Agilent technology. Pre-processing and differential
expression analysis of Agilent microarrays was performed using functions implemented in the limma
package, available from the open source Bioconductor platform (http://www.bioconductor.org/). Gene set
analysis was based on Gene Ontology information using FatiScan software integrated in Babelomics suite
(http://babelomics.bioinfo. The microarray performance was evaluated under two experimental assays to
study the response of sunflower to water deficit, as a physiological event that induces senescence, and the
response to the necrotrophic fungal pathogen Sclerotinia sclerotiorum. Factorial experiment designs were
applied and statistical analysis based on mixed-models was followed. The selected differential genes were
further validated by qPCR, using reference genes previously characterized for sunflower.
 The final EST assembly comprises 41,013 putative transcripts (12,924 contigs and 28,089
singletons). The resulting microarray includes a total number of 42,326 features: 1,417 Agilent controls,
74 control probes for sunflower 10 times replicated (740 controls) and 40,169 different non-control probes
representing the Sunflower Unigen Resource (SUR version 1.0). The evaluation assays allowed the
detection of 558 differentially expressed genes between water stress and control conditions from which ten
genes were further validates by qPCR. Regarding the response to S. sclerotiorum, 33 genes were identified
to be involved in the response to S. sclerotiorum (p<0.001). Thirteen of them were directly related to the
response to the infection regardless of the sunflower time course and 20 were differentially expressed
depending on the time course and/or showed interaction effect.
 The developed unigene collection used to generate the oligonucleotide microarray, gathers nearly all
of the known functional sequences from cultivated sunflower. The global analysis of gene expression,
validated under two stress conditions showed that the H. annuus microarray is suitable for a wide range of
functional genomics analyses, showing a precise and accurate level of trustability along different gene
expression profiles.
This work generated a curated and trustable sunflower unigene collection which resulted in the first
custom sunflower oligonucleotide-based microarray under Agilent technology. The work presented here
gives the sunflower community a trustable microarray to use under different transcriptional applications.
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INTRODUCTION:
.
Advances in sunflower (Helianthus annuus L.) genomics accomplished since 1995 have greatly enhanced the
development and application of new tools for crop improvement (Jan and Seiler, 2007; Paniego et al., 2007;
Seiler and Jan, 2010),. Regarding concerted transcriptional studies, during the last decade, cDNA macro and
microarrays were developed to study sunflower seed development (Hewezi et al., 2006) and the response to
biotic (Alignan et al., 2006), and abiotic stresses (Hewezi et al., 2006; Roche et al., 2007; Fernandez et al.,
2008). In this context, functional tools as high density oligonucleotide microarrays strongly support the
discovery and characterization of novel genes. Oligonucleotide-based chips are considered more accurate than
cDNA-based chips due to the reduction of manipulation steps (Larkin et al., 2005). The possibility to
implement this technology on any custom array system like Agilent, Nimblegen, and others, has the potential
to create a highly useful tool for gene discovery in non-model crops (Nazar et al., 2010; Ophir et al., 2010).
Recently, an Affymetrix chip for the Helianthus genus has been designed based on raw EST public data
(Bazin et al., 2011). On the other hand, it was claimed that the use of a longer probe format represents an
advantage of Agilent oligonucleotide microarrays over others technologies based on a higher hybridization
stability in cases of sequence mismatches, being consequently, more suitable for the analysis of highly
polymorphic regions. In this work, we present the development of a comprehensive Sunflower Unigene
Resource of H. annuus L., its functional annotation and the design and validation of a custom sunflower
oligonucleotide-based microarray for identification of concerted transcriptional changes associated to leaf
senescence and response to Sclerotinia sclerotiorum infection. This development represents an initiative of the
Sunflower Argentinean Consortium, working in collaboration with the Príncipe Felipe Research Center (CIPF,
Valencia, Spain), within the frame of a public research project.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
EST assembly and annotation
A total of 133,682 EST sequences of H. annuus L. were downloaded from Genbank
(http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/nucest) in December 2008. These sequences were screened for the presence of
remnants of cloning or sequencing vectors by running BLASTN (Altschul et al., 1990) optimized for short
matches against the UniVec database (ftp://ftp.ncbi.nih.gov/pub/UniVec/). An additional subset of 120 new
EST sequences derived from local SSH-identified transcripts that had not been deposited in Genbank at the
moment of downloading was compiled into the former assembly. Sequence annotation was performed using
different tools (Blast2GO and InterproScan) under default parameters (Conesa et al., 2005), using a local
database generated from GO database (2011-08 update). This annotation procedure resulted in 49.6% of total
sequences with GO annotation.
Microarray design and synthesis
For the custom Gene Expression chip design, Agilent Technologies eArray® web application was used. Probe
sequences were obtained using GE Probe Design considering 3' end biased 60mer oligonucleotide, one probe
per target, vector sequence and masking function on probe sense orientation. Two probe sets were designed:
one including non-control specific probes for the Sunflower Unigene Resource (SUR v 1.0) and a second
control probe set consisting of 74 probes derived from 80 differentially expressed sunflower genes identified
in a previous work (Fernandez et al., 2008). This design was then used to manufacture microarrays using
Agilent SurePrint™ Technology in the 4 x 44 format. Agilent’s microarrays include the Spike-In Kit that
consists of a set of 10 positive control transcripts optimized to anneal to complementary probes on the
microarray, minimizing self-hybridization or cross-hybridization.
RNA isolation and quality controls
Total RNA isolation was performed from leaf and florets of control and stressed plants. Samples were
immediately frozen in liquid nitrogen and conserved at -80°C until their processing. High quality total RNA
was isolated from 100 mg of frozen tissue using Trizol® (Invitrogen, Argentina) or RNAqueos (Ambion,
U.S.A) following manufacturer´s instructions. Genomic DNA was eliminated after treatment with Dnase I for
20 min at RT using DNAse I® (Invitrogen, Argentina). RNA concentration was measured using a Nanodrop
ND-1000 spectrophotometer (NanoDrop Technologies, Wilmington, Delaware USA). Purity and integrity of
total RNA was determined by 260/280 nm ratio and the integrity was checked by electrophoresis in 1%

agarose gel and quality confirmed by RNA 6000 Nano Bioanalyzer (Agilent Technologies, Palo Alto,
California USA) assay.
cRNA synthesis, labeling and microarray hybridization
An amount of 200 ng of total RNA was used to produce Cyanine 3-CTP-labeled cRNA using the Low Input
Quick Amp Labelling Kit, One-Color (Agilent Technologies) according to the manufacturer’s instructions.
Following ‘One-Color Microarray-Based Gene Expression Analysis’ protocol version 6.0 (Agilent
Technologies), 2 µg of labeled cRNA was hybridized with a Sunflower Custom Oligo Microarray (Agilent
Technologies) containing 42,326 probes derived from SUR v 1.0. Agilent's recommended protocol for
microarray workflow quality control was implemented using the Agilent’s Spike-In Kit.
Microarray scanning and data analysis
Slides were scanned in an Agilent Microarray Scanner (G2565BA) according to the manufacturer’s protocol.
Signal data were collected with dedicated Agilent Feature Extraction Software (v9.5.1) following the Agilent
protocol GE1_107_Sep 09 and the QC Metric Set GE1_QCMT_Sep09.
Agilent Processed Signals (generated by the Agilent Feature Extraction software) were pre-processing with
functions implemented in limma package (Smyth, 2004), available from open source Bioconductor platform
(http://www.bioconductor.org/). The background correction was done with the backgroundCorrect () function,
using normexp method and offset=1 to avoid negative values after log-transformation. Normalization was
achieved using the normalizeBetweenArrays () function, applying a quantile method (Bolstad et al., 2003).
The raw data are available from the GEO repository, accession number GSE29390.
Differential gene expression analysis was also carried out using the limma package. Multiple testing
adjustments of p-values were done according to Benjamini and Hochberg (Benjamini and Hochberg, 1995)
methodology. Gene set analysis was carried out according to the Gene Ontology terms using FatiScan (AlShahrour et al., 2007) integrated in Babelomics suite (Al-Shahrour et al., 2005).
Quantitative RT-PCR analysis
Ten genes were selected according to their highest level of expression in the water deficit treatment compared
to the control condition for further qPCR validation analysis. Specific primers for qPCR were designed from
each target sequence using Primer 3 (Rozen and Skaletsky, 2000) under default parameters. The expression
profiles of these genes were estimated in relation to reference genes using fgStatistic software, which uses
previously published algorithms (Pfaffl, 2001).
RESULTS
Assembly and annotation of sunflower unigenes
Clustering and assembling of 133,682 ESTs was done using CAP3 (Huang and Madan, 1999) with parameters
set accordingly to the most relevant and recently published microarray designs (p=95, f=45, h=25, o=80)
(Close et al., 2004; Martinez-Godoy et al., 2008; Trick et al., 2009; Booman et al., 2010; Privat et al., 2011).
After cleaning and removal of low quality and short (<100 bp) sequences, the dataset was reduced to 132,479
reads. Also, additional processed ESTs or gene sequences of special interest for relevant traits were added to
the initial dataset. The final assembly resulted in 41,013 putative transcripts (12,924 contigs and 28,089
singletons) The outcome SUR v 1.0 allowed the generation of a microarray platform which is available at the
NCBI Gene Expression Omnibus (GEO) according to MIAME guidelines (Brazma et al., 2001), under the
Accession Number GPL13610, whereas raw data corresponding to chip validation are deposited under
Accession Number GSE29390.
Microarray validation
In order to confirm that the sunflower microarray do generate biologically-useful information, we used this
platform to analyze global changes in gene expression profiles in response to water deficit as a physiological
event which induces senescence and in response to the necrotrophic pathogen Sclerotinia sclerotiorum.
Senescence marker genes have been previously identified and validated by our group (Fernandez et al., 2011).
Hence, the 44K Sunflower Chip was tested for two field experiments 1) leaves from plants growing under
control and mild WD conditions and 2) florets from a moderate resistant cultivar (RHA 801) mock inoculated
or pathogen inoculated at two different days after inoculation (2, 4 DAI). RNA was isolated for each treatment
and replicate, making a total of six independent samples for the first experiment and 12 for the second one.
The gene expression profile for each sample was generated by labeling and hybridizing each sample to one
microarray field..

Differential gene expression
Genes having differential expression among treatments were identified using the lmFit and contrasts.fit
functions of limma package (Smyth, 2004). For the senescence experiment, an empirical Bayes procedure
(eBayes) was used to improve the estimation and augment the degrees of freedom for the individual
variances. No multiple testing adjustments of p-values were done. Although these methods control the false
discovery rate, they also increase the rate of false negatives. Differentially expressed genes were identified
according to their p-values after eBayes correction using a significance level of 0.01. These results are in line
to what it is expected from controls and non-control genes included in the oligo-based chip. A total of 558
differentially expressed genes between control and WD conditions were obtained. For the S. sclerotiorum
experiment, a factorial design was applied and statistical analysis based on mixed-models was followed.
Thirty tree genes were identified to be involved in the response to the pathogen in a resistant genotype
(p<0.001). Thirteen of them were directly related to the response to the infection regardless of the sunflower
time course and twenty were differentially expressed depending on the time course.
qPCR analysis for differentially expressed genes
In order to validate candidate genes outcome from the microarray analysis, quantitative real time PCRs
(qPCR) were performed on the same mRNA samples used for the microarray experiments. Based on their
statistics and e-Bayes corrected p-value ranking and Fatiscan output results, ten genes analysis from the 558
differentially expressed genes of the senescence experiment and 10 out of 33 genes involved in the response
to S. sclerotiorum were selected for qPCR. These results showed statistically significant differences (p-value ≤
0.05) for nine of ten genes assessed for the senescence process and one of the ten genes selected for the
response to S. sclerotiorum infection with a ratio of expression consistent with the statistical analysis of
microarray.
DISCUSSION
Microarray technology has first-opened a new era approximately fifteen years ago (Schena et al., 1995; Chee
et al., 1996) for transcriptome high-throughput analysis. Although new generation sequencing technologies
are open wide to explore and analyze large genomes, the lack of a reference genome becomes a main
constrain to provide with significant biological information. In the particular case of sunflower even though a
genome sequence initiative is in progress (Kane et al., 2011), and massive functional studies have recently
been published base on a proprietary Affymetrix Sunflower Array over Helianthus sp dbEST (Bazin et al.,
2011), still a shortage of genomic tools has limited the research opportunities to non-profit organizations. At
present,
more
than
130,000
ESTs
are
publicly
available
(http://ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/dbEST/dbEST_summary.html) for cultivated sunflower (Helianthus annuus L.), but it
is worth noting that these databases tend to be significantly contaminated with vector sequences and chimeras,
and have relatively low quality DNA information derived from the library sequencing strategy which
prioritizes obtaining a large number of single pass sequences, thus leading to the concomitant decrease in the
quality of the deposited sequences (Boguski et al., 1993). Considering this particular situation for a relevant
crop like sunflower, a 60-mer oligonucleotide microarray was successfully developed using a curated unigene
database. H. annuus L. 44K Agilent oligonucleotide microarray consisted on 28,089 singletons and 12,924
contigs, could address potential variants stemming from CAP3 assembly parameters settings (p=95, f=45,
h=25, o=80), that may explain the genetic diversity due to sequencing errors, gene duplication and allelic
variation from the different EST libraries. However, biological interpretation of data generated by microarray
analysis for non-model species might be fully enriched with further validations, since the poor understanding
of plant genomes and the low quantity of GO terms defined for these organisms (Rensink and Buell, 2005).
Considering that whole sequences were selected from public web deposited ESTs, which are based on nonnormalized, normalized and SSH cDNA libraries from different developmental stages and tissues, and taking
in consideration that sunflower is a non-model crop with no genome sequence available, this microarray
represents a key tool offering high coverage of genes involved in diverse biochemical pathways, according to
metabolic annotations. Moreover, GO term mapping was carefully done running Blast2GO (Conesa et al.,
2005) against a local GO database (2011-08 update). In order to store, visualize, analyze and share this
information, plus the probes associated to each unigene represented in the microarray, we created a sunflower
microarray database (SUR v1.0) available at http://bioinformatica.inta.gov.ar/ATGC/). The validation of the
microarray for analysis of transcriptional profiles was performed using sunflower leaves and florets derived

from plants grown under two growth conditions, including biological and technical replicas. Our results show
that the H. annuus L. microarray is suitable for functional genomics analysis. Nowadays, this microarray is
already being used for other experiments showing a precise and accurate level of trustability along different
gene expression profiles. In the future, this transcriptome tool added to the full sunflower genome public
sequence data will facilitate comparative and functional analysis of Asteracea, one of the most diverse and
agronomically relevant families of flowering plants, currently with scarce genomic information available.
This work generated a curated and trustable sunflower unigene collection which resulted in the first custom
sunflower oligonucleotide-based microarray under Agilent technology. The work presented here gives to the
sunflower community a trustable microarray to use under different transcriptional applications.
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